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How to Use this Handbook
This handbook is written to facilitate parents, teachers, administrators, support staffs and others
who wish to create a school environment that benefits students and opens up opportunities for them.
Since parental involvement in their child’s education is one of the strongest factors that promotes
student success, it is important to include such involvement in and out of classrooms and at home.

This handbook is not intended to be the definitive text on parental involvement in the schools.
Users are encouraged to choose, add or modify ideas from this handbook to create parental
involvement programs that lead to improved student learning.  The practices, programs and models
in this handbook are intended as suggestions and not prescriptive for every classroom.  Teachers, if
comfortable, may want to start adapting some of the practices to their own program.

Users are encouraged to add these suggested practices to the ones they are already using and to send
to the committee any parent involvement strategies they have used successfully to be shared with
others. This handbook may be updated at a future time to include new ideas or practices.

The handbook includes the following sections:

Rationale – for parent involvement including current research and literature on this topic, where this
handbook can be used and a definition of the term, parent involvement.

Working Models – research based and samples of existing models to help create a program in
your school.

Communications – suggestions to successfully implement a program.

The Suggested Practices – lesson ideas and suggestions for teachers and parents to use or adapt
at home and for classrooms.

Additional Resources – other pertinent information to help get started.

Bibliography – a listing of useful resources for further reading.

The suggested practices included in the handbook are just an indication of the many practices
teachers are using in the classroom to include parents in support of student learning. The section on
suggested practices is divided into:

1) literacy across the curriculum
2) numeracy across the curriculum
3) critical thinking across the curriculum.

The purpose of dividing the practices in this way is not to restrict these suggested practices to the
grade or subject listed but to provide the broadest application for all subject areas. Most of the
practices can be modified and adapted to most grades and subjects.
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We cannot afford to sequester parents on the periphery of the educational

enterprise. Parent involvement is neither a quick fix nor a luxury; it is absolutely

fundamental to a healthy system of public education.

Ann Henderson, 1988.

Much has been written about
the importance of parent
involvement and the link to
student achievement. In
Langley School District we
recognize the critical role
parents play in their children’s
education. We concur with the
following statements from the
National PTA book, Building
Successful Partnerships: A
Guide for Developing Parent
and Family Involvement
Programs.

The Importance of Parents
We cannot look at the school and the home
as being isolated from one another. We must
see how the school, community and the
home are interconnected with each other and
with the world at large. Successful parent
involvement programs will share several
fundamental beliefs about parents:

Parents want what is best for their
children

Parents, regardless of their
background or circumstances, can be
a key resource in their children’s
education.

All children can learn, and the focus
of educators’ efforts needs to be on
children’s success.

 Together, educators, families and
communities can succeed in
educating children and preparing
them to lead healthy, happy and
productive lives.

(page 2-3)
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School District Policy #4024
“Parents have the right and responsibility to
participate in the process of determining the
educational goals, policies and services
provided for their children. They have the
primary responsibility to ensure that
children are provided with the healthy and
supportive environment necessary for
learning. They have a responsibility to help
shape and support the goals of the school
system and to share in the tasks of educating
their young.”
Reference: School Act, R.S.B.C., September 5, 2000,
Statement of Education Policy Order, page D-85.

The Board of School Trustees recognizes
that the most effective education for students
occurs when parents are active partners in
the learning process.

School staff and parents must work together
as knowledgeable partners. Such
collaborative partnerships, provide an
atmosphere of teamwork which, motivates,
supports and encourages children to become
lifelong learners and valuable contributors to
society.

Continued parental involvement in the
education of children/youth, throughout all
grade levels, contributes greatly to student
achievement and a positive school
environment.

*The term “parent” refers to any caregiver who
assumes the responsibility for nurturing and caring
for the child.

The District believes that active parent
involvement is not limited to, but includes:

1. serving as responsible advocates for
their child’s educational needs;

2. participating in classroom activities and
school-related activities, functions and
events;

3. participating in the activities of Parent
Advisory Councils and other school-
related advisory and governance
activities;

4. working cooperatively with the school to
solve problems and to create positive,
productive learning environments both at
home and at school;

5. supporting the school in instilling an
appreciation for the value of education
and a sense of individual responsibility
for learning and achievement;

6. preparing a child for school and
monitoring and responding to school-
related responsibilities.

Structuring Meaningful
Involvement
In today’s society there are opportunities for
parents to be involved in their children’s
education both at home and at school. It is
important that these opportunities are
meaningful and respectful of all parties
involved. Renihan and Renihan (1994)
define meaningful involvement as driven by
educational motives and directed at the
needs of the child.
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Defining Parent Involvement

The term parent involvement has been interpreted in many
different ways within the literature. The Langley School
District shares the definition of parent involvement with the
authors of Building Successful Partnerships where it is defined
as “the participation of parents in every facet of children’s
education and development from birth to adulthood,
recognizing that parents are the primary influence in [their]
children’s lives”.
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Models of Parent Involvement

This section will describe four models of parent involvement in an effort to inform our
community at large. These four models provide the theoretical framework to create parent
involvement programs. The research in parent involvement has been in existence since the
1960’s but has accelerated in the last decade.  The four theoretical models are:

Epstein Typology
Comer School Development Program
Storey – Building the Parent Partnership
Henderson

Perhaps the most widely cited model of parent involvement comes from the work of Joyce
Epstein who has been conducting research on parent involvement practices and the effects of
family-school connections on students, parents and teachers for almost twenty years at Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore.
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Epstein’s Typology

Epstein’s typology describes the following six types:

Type 1 The basic obligations of parents refers to the responsibilities of families to ensure
children’s health and safety; to the parenting and child-rearing skills needed to
prepare children for school; to the continual need to supervise, discipline, and guide
children at each age level; and to the need to build positive home conditions that
support school learning and behavior appropriate for each grade level.

Type 2 The basic obligations of schools refers to the communications from school to home
about school programs and children’s progress. Schools vary the form and frequency
of communications such as memos, notices, report cards, and conferences, and
greatly affect whether the information about school programs and children’s progress
can be understood by all parents.

Type 3 Parent involvement at school refers to parent volunteers who assist teachers,
administrators, and children in classrooms or in other areas of the school. It also
refers to parents who come to school to support student performances, sports, or other
events, or to attend workshops or other programs for their own education or training.

Type 4 Parent involvement in learning activities at home refers to parent-initiated activities
or child-initiated requests for help, and ideas or instructions from teachers for parents
to monitor or assist their own children at home on learning activities that are
coordinated with the children’s class work.

Type 5 Parent involvement in governance and advocacy refers to parents’ taking decision-
making roles in the PTA/PTO, advisory councils, or other committees or groups at the
school, district, or state level. It also refers to parent and community activists in
independent advocacy groups that monitor the schools and work for school
improvement.

Type 6 Collaborating and exchanging with community agencies refers to when community
resources are used to strengthen schools, families, and student learning.
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The Comer Process

Dr. James Comer from Yale University has been passionately involved in encouraging
meaningful parent partnerships since 1968. He states “the separation of parent and school is
based on a mechanical model of teaching and learning, wrong and outmoded, but still very much
alive”. In this model, the capacity to learn is thought to be based almost entirely on a child’s
genetically determined intelligence and will, and the teacher’s ability and knowledge base. It
ignores child development, staff development, and the need to organize and manage schools in a
way that nurtures and promotes child development and learning.

Comer’s work at the Yale Centre and School Development Program has recreated the essential
elements of community in school. A central aspect is the parent and staff partnership – caring,
meaningful adults – interacting on behalf of and with students to promote their development,
desirable behaviour, and learning.
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The mission of the
Comer School

Development Program
is to use child

development principles
and relationship

theories in a way that
improves the academic

achievement and
psychosocial

functioning of students.

The Comer School
Development Program

(SDP) is a systems
approach to school based
management, and uses 3
mechanisms: the School

Planning and
Management Team, the

Mental health Team (also
known as the

Student/Staff Support
Team) and the Parents’

Program; 3 operations: a
Comprehensive Site

Plan, staff development
and

assessment/modification;
and 3 guiding principles:
“No Fault”, consensus
decision making, and

collaboration.

Parent 
Team

Involves parents 
at every level of 
school activity

School Planning 
Management 

Team
Makes decisions, 

plans, coordinates 
all school activities 

to promote 
social/academic 
achievement of 

students

Student and 
Staff Support 

Team*
• Addresses 

schoolwide 
presentation issues

• Manages 
individual student 
cases

3 Guiding principles
“No Fault” •  Consensus Decision Making •  Collaboration

Comprehensive 
Site Plan

Systematically 
addresses:

• Academic 
achievement goals

• Social climate goals
•�Public relation goals 

Staff
Development

Addresses needs 
identified in the 

goals of 
Comprehensive 

Site Plan

Assessment 
and 

Modification

Examines data to 
identify problems 
and gauge success 
of school efforts, 

recommends 
changes as needed

Comer School Development Program

3
O
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3
M
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*e.g., similar to our concept of School based team
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DIMENSIONS OF RELATIONSHIP

LIAISON SUPPORT INFLUENCE CONTROL

AVOIDANCE

COOPERATION

ASSERTION

RESISTANCE

ACCEPTANCE

COMMITMENT
ADVOCACY

Storey – Building the Parent Partnership

The third model which informs our practice is described by Dr. Vernon J. Storey, University of
Victoria, in his book Building the Parent Partnership: A guide for School Learners (1989),
where he states “This book is for the reader who believes, or who is at least prepared to examine
the possibility, that involving parents in their children’s schools is both an educational and
political imperative” (p. ix).

Storey’s work emphasizes three central concepts of consultation, participation and involvement.

He defines consultation, participation and involvement in the following ways:

Consultation: the process of obtaining comment, opinion and advice from parents in order to enhance the
quality of decisions made by school personnel.

Participation: the opportunity for parents to share as partners in the work and decisions of the school
because of their shared interest in and responsibility for the welfare of students.

Involvement: the process of drawing parents into partnership with the school.

The case for parent participation:

The first is the parent’s
rights arguments which
must be viewed against
the social and political
backdrop of our society.

The second and most
compelling is the effects
argument. Mounting
evidence suggests that
involving parents has
positive effects on
students’ learning.

The third argument offers
a survival perspective.
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Storey – Building the Parent Partnership

The model illustrated in figure 2 looks at 3 dimensions of the parent-school relationship. It
recognizes that the dimensions of the relationship are dependent on the school community and its
context. Also, the Parent Stance will vary among schools, among parents and over time. Finally,
the third facet Teacher and Administrator Stance can be a critical factor in determining the
nature and quality of the parent–school relationship.

Vern Storey provides a valuable and pragmatic view on how to build the parent partnership. He
identifies 12 basic principles for the implementation of a program. These are:

1. Understand the Guidelines

2. Clarify expectations of Parents and School

3. Work toward Teacher Understanding and Commitment

4. Identify the Pressure Points

5. Help the Group to Get Started

6. Help the Group Get Beyond the Entry Level

7. Move Beyond Response to Initiative

8. Maintain the Dialogue

9. Involve Teachers with the Advisory Group

10. Give the Advisory Group a Presence in the School

11. Identify Issues Early

12. Ensure Balanced Participation
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Henderson

Ann Henderson has conducted several research studies which link parent involvement to student
success. She has done considerable work in pulling much of the recent evidence together which
suggested that parental involvement had advantageous consequences for student performance,
self concept and aspiration. She states:

“When parents show an interest in their
children’s education and maintain high
expectations for their performance, they are
promoting attitudes that are critical to
achievement – attitudes that can be formed
independently of social class or other external
circumstances. Schools can help by
encouraging parents to work with their
children and by providing helpful information
and skills. The studies show clearly that
parent involvement – whether based at home
or at school and whether begun before or after
a child starts school – has significant, long-
lasting effects. In fact, these effects vary
directly with the duration and intensity of the
parent involvement: the more, the better.”

SSSS tudies show

that schools with
higher levels of

achievement have
considerably
greater parent
involvement.
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Family Literacy: Exciting Possibilities
The family literacy movement has emerged in the past ten years and shows exciting promise as
one form of parental involvement. Auerbach (1995 noted the widely diverging ideas about
parental roles, effective practices, measures of assessment, and program models. However,
successful family literacy programs have some features in common:

SUCCESSFUL FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAMS

Offered literacy instruction to families, including parents, caregivers,
siblings, and young children.

Families were invited to participate in many ways (e.g., word-of-mouth, local
radio and newspaper announcements).

Families were directly involved in program planning.

Creative scheduling, transportation, and child care was provided to keep
families attending.

The teaching staff, were knowledgeable about diversity (cultural, economic,
and instructional) and learning development for both adults and children, and
with other social and educational services.

Program quality was monitored through multiple stakeholders and
participants.

Achievements were recognized and celebrated creating a supportive
environment.

Family and social networks formed through activities in classrooms and
communities.

Were knowledgeable about the community and its resources; sought active
collaborations with other social and educational services.

(adapted from Neuman, Caperelli and Kee, 1998)

There are several community based family literacy programs in the Lower Mainland. These programs may take
place in the library, community centers and other agencies such as Langley Family Services which offers the
successful Mother Goose Parent/Child program.
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Langley School District is at the forefront of family literacy initiatives in British Columbia with
a highly successful program called PALS (Parents As Literacy Supporters). PALS began in
January 1999 in two inner city Langley schools and has since been expanded. University of
British Columbia professor Dr. Jim Anderson, an expert in family literacy along with a school
district coordinator have collaborated to develop and research program effectiveness.

PALS invites parents to participate in designing the program, is culturally responsive and has a
belief in and respect for the inherent strengths of families.

ABC’s

Writing

Stories
Reading

A Family Literacy Initiative

For Parents and their 4
year olds and
kindergarten children

In its second successful
year with 3 schools in
Langley, 2 in Vancouver

Values families strengths

Based upon good
research and is making a
difference for families

Is a joyful, respectful
program

©Anderson, Morrison, 1999

PALS
Parents As Literacy Supporters Is......
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Wark’s Comprehensive Parent Involvement

Heather Wark’s conceptualization and synthesis of a comprehensive parent involvement plan includes two types and
three layers of involvement. Through her work with the Langley District Parent Advisory committee on Parent
Involvement, Wark makes a distinction between parental assistance and meaningful involvement linked to learning.
She identifies the two types as being a coach whose purpose is to reinforce teacher’s efforts and support classroom
learning and the second type being a community builder whose purpose is to develop a sense of community within
the school. In addition, she likens parent involvement to the layers of an onion with the inner layer as being
described as “hands-on” in the classroom support for learning. The middle layer is described as participating from a
distance and the outer layer as a “need to know basis”. The following visual illustrates this plan.

Planning For Comprehensive Parent Involvement
in classroom activities

Parents As Coach Community Builders

Purpose: To reinforce teachers’ efforts and
classroom learning

Purpose: To develop a sense of community within
the school

Interactive classroom situations that engage the parent as
part of the learning process

Activities that show learning outcomes in action

Interactive classroom situations where

Activities focus on family-based activities, creating a
welcoming atmosphere for students

inner layer – “hands-on”

Home learning situations that require interaction
between parent(s) and child.

Child’s skills are being used and developed.

Activities that provide opportunities for a parent to
contribute to the classroom environment.

Items are provided for the classroom to support an
activity. Goodies, materials

middle layer – “from a distance”

Information is provided in a brief, concise, and positive
fashion to nurture a connection and encourage a level of
participation at the home. Focus is on the development
of the child’s academic skills.

To convey a message of working together as a
community.

Focus is on developing a mutual support system and
climate of acceptance

outer layer – “need to know”
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Communications
The following are suggestions to implement or
enhance parent involvement activities in your school.
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Protocols and Policies
Consider the following protocols, policies or suggestions as you think about parent involvement
activities.

Criminal record check

Does this activity require a criminal record check? If so, the administrator will inform the parent of the
procedure. Consider the following when making this decision:

• is the parent alone/unsupervised/ in another room with one child?
• is the parent under direct/immediate supervision of a teacher? At all times?
• is the parent easily observed while working with students?

Board Policies

The following policies are pertinent to parental involvement activities in the school:

1. Board Policy on Parent Involvement in Education, #4024
2. Board Policy on Volunteers in Schools, #4012
3. Draft Policy on Community Volunteer Policy (includes Community Volunteer Code of Conduct)
4. Board Policy on Visitors to the Schools, #4015

Orientation: Some suggestions:
explain to parents the nature of confidentiality when working in schools
have parents fill out the Volunteer Safety Check Application
if driving students, have parents fill out the Volunteer Automobile Driver Authorization
explain to parents the process of signing in and out of the school building
have parents wear an identification badge while they are in the school
explain to parents that classroom procedures may be different for each classroom, library, learning assistance centre, etc.
give parents a map of the building site, and parking information
explain to parents procedures for accidents, emergencies, fire drills and lock downs using the Langley School District’s
flip chart sheets on Building Evacuation, Lock down and Room Clear.
explain to parents the roles of different personnel; teacher’s responsibilities, support staff’s responsibilities, and parent’s
responsibilities
explain to parents school personnel’s contractual language and the job they do in the school
introduce your volunteer to the class and/or staff, or let staff know of parent volunteers in the school
give parents the Community Volunteer Code of Conduct
explain to parents the procedure dealing with money or financial matters
publish names of volunteers in school newsletters, bulletins, etc.
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Principles for Parent Involvement

The following are points to consider when thinking about parent involvement activities.  Since the sense
of community is important, the following are areas to discuss and reflect when setting up activities for
parent involvement.  Research indicates the following areas are important to parent involvement
programs.  Consider the following points in view of the special circumstances of your school.

Content
The content of the program should:

support curriculum areas, especially literacy,
numeracy and critical thinking

provide knowledge and strategies readily
applicable to parents and their children,

be child-centered,

provide a special focus on the way parents
interact with their children as they read and write
at home or at schools.

Process
The most effective process for parent learning is:

 parent focused,

 experience-based,

 centered around practical demonstrations of
patterns of interaction with children,

 facilitative of parent interaction, sharing and
reflection,

 one that allows parents to grow in knowledge of
each other,

 spread over a period of at least 3 months,

 supported by home tasks designed to encourage
parents to interact with their children as they
read, write and learn.

Source
Schools may need to look for strategies which will lead to
parent-school interaction.  This is best achieved by:

 getting to know your parents and community
well,

 attempting to ascertain their needs and
educational expectations,

 providing a range of initial contact initiatives.

Control
All people learn best when they feel some sense of
control of their learning.  Parents are no exception.
In order to achieve this, parent involvement programs:

are developed in consultation with parents,

should be constantly adapted to suit parent needs,

should be community-based, not simply school-
based.

adapted from Cairney, Trevor and Munsie, Lynne, Beyond
Tokenism, Parents as Partners in Literacy, 1992,70-71.
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The following questions may be used as the basis of discussions when implementing a parent involvement program.
Consider the following questions when creating parental involvement projects:

Are the needs of working parents? Non-custodial
parents? ESL parents?

Are parents involved in developing school initiatives
and school priorities?

Are evaluation criteria explained to parents?

How do parents support one another?

Can parents be drawn, in a meaningful way, into the
school?

How can parents help support the beliefs of the
school?

How are parents involved when the school is
developing and/or implementing an initiative?

How does the school community welcome new
families to the school?

How are parents informed of weekly and monthly
school events?

What are the unique needs of the community we
serve?

How can parents be supported to enhance their
children’s academic and social successes?

Is there a consistency in reporting to parents?

Does the district’s/school’s reporting system need to
be reassessed?

How can the school enhance the way it gets input
from parents?

What directions should parent in-service take to best
meet the needs of parents?

How would our school look to a new parent?

What process is in place to handle parental concerns
and questions about the school?

How can we improve parent attendance at school
events?

How can parents support and encourage school spirit?

How are parents informed of board policies?

Adapted from Botrie, Maureeen and Wenger, Pat.
Teachers and Parents Together. 1992, 19-20.
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These Elements Will Ensure Parental Involvement Success

Successful parent involvement programs don’t just happen.  According to research by Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory, they are seven key elements in a successful parent involvement
program.

Some schools may want to consider a joint committee of teachers, administrators, parents and support
staff to facilitate and/or problem-solve any parent involvement initiatives.

1. Written policies.
School policies on parent involvement must reflect board policy. Both levels of policies
should clarify the importance of parent involvement.

2. Training.
School staff members and parents may want to participate in activities that develop
teamwork and collaboration.

3. Administrative support.
Specifically, administrators need to facilitate parent involvement activities. It may
require them to provide materials, equipment, meeting space and assignment of specific
people the responsibility of carrying out parent involvement.

4. Joint planning.
Administrators, teachers and parents must assess needs and develop a plan to meet
them.

5. Two-way communication.
Schools need to create an environment that parents will feel comfortable coming to the
school and that staff members will welcome parent involvement.

6. Connections.
Many families need help from other social agencies.  Schools cannot meet all the needs
of the children they serve, but they can help parents link up with other agencies in the
community.

7. Evaluation and revision.
At regular intervals, everyone may want to assess what works … and what doesn’t.

Adapted from:  Joanna Richardson, “Focus On:  Teachers,”  Education Week, August 1, 1990. Suite 250 Connecticut Avenue,
NW, Washington, D.C., 202/364-4414  from “What’s Working” in Parent Involvement, May 1993.
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Support Systems
The District has many support groups that can provide assistance to schools
and parents who want to increase parental involvement

The following can be called upon for assistance and support:
Instructional Services – Milner Education Center 604-530-2711
District Parent Advisory Council – School Board Office 604-534-7891
District Parent Involvement Committee – Brenda LeClair 604-534-7891
Parent Involvement Resource Committee – Brenda LeClair 604-534-7891
The Parents’ Advocacy Project – Sherri Russell 604-519-6592
www.sd35.bc.ca

Communication Practices
There are a variety of ways schools communicate with families. Some schools have One Way
Communications. Every school has a newsletter going home which describes school and
community events. Many schools have web sites where parents have access. Some schools have
Two Way Communications going home. They may have dialogue journals, back and forth books,
agenda, etc. Some schools have developed web sites and e-mail processes that are interactive
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Suggested practices are categorized
in the following ways:

Literacy Across The Curriculum

Numeracy Across The Curriculum

Thinking Across The Curriculum

These are not intended to be prescriptive,
merely suggestions.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Readers’ Circles

Grade Level: Grades One to Twelve

Description: Readers’ Circles are an interactive small group activity.
The group is comprised of mixed abilities, gender balance
and a parent as an equal participant within the circle.

Learning Outcomes:
Participants in Readers’ Circles will:

self-select reading material that is of personal significance to them

talk about their personal reading preferences

listen respectfully to people in their group

think critically at what is being presented

formulate questions that probe deeply

read aloud with intonation and expression

experience being part of a community of readers
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Details:
Readers’ Circles have been implemented in
many classrooms from Grades One to Eleven.
Teachers who choose to use Readers’ Circles
schedule them for every 3 to 4 weeks for 45
minutes to one hour in duration depending on
the age of the students. The teacher invites
parents to participate in this process through a
newsletter, telephone call or informal meeting.
Ideally there is one parent participant in each
circle of four to six students. Wherever possible
the same parents commit to participate in
Readers’ Circles for an entire school year.

Getting started with Readers’
Circles
Identify an initial meeting date/launch for
beginning Readers’ circles. Prior to the
classroom demonstration meet with parents
briefly to talk about their role within the circle.
Discuss the need for confidentiality, criteria for
their book selection depending on the age of the
students and respond to any questions they
might have. With the parents and the students
observing, demonstrate a simulation of a
Readers’ Circle using a fish bowl technique.
That is, four people demonstrate the steps of a
Readers’ Circle and invite the audience after the
demonstration to build criteria for what makes
an effective Readers’ Circle. Criteria such as
active listening skills, level of preparation and
personal connection to the selection will be
identified.

Special Considerations:
Ensure there is time at the culmination of each
Readers’ Circle for students to reflect and self
assess upon the experience using one of the
blackline masters provided, and for teachers, if
desired, to meet briefly with parents to meet
briefly to debrief their experiences during the
session.

Please note the role of the parent is to participate
not to assess student reading.

Results:
Teachers, parents and students who have
implemented Readers’ Circles reflect that there
are many positive outcomes from this activity:

• increase passion for reading a variety of
genre.

• parents and students feel involved and
respected as equal participants in the Readers’
Circle.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Reader

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Seven
Description: A Reader reads books to individuals or small groups of

children and engages the children in discussions about
the story.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

hear an adult model

listen to expressive fluent reading

discuss with an adult and peers their response to the story
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Details:
Teachers will invite parents to participate as a
reader in their classroom. This activity would
occur on a needs basis. Some teachers find that
having a Noisy Reading time first thing in the
morning is a great non threatening way to invite
parents into the classroom as they are dropping
their children off at school. The first 10-15
minutes of the day is spent with informal duos or
small groups of children with an adult reading
aloud to the child. An alternative is for teachers
to schedule a time for parents to join DEAR time
(Drop Everything And Read) or S.S.R. time
(Sustained Silent Reading) when the adults
would serve as models of reading to the
children.

Special Considerations:
The role of the parent is to be an adult model.
Parents recognize there will be a range of
reading abilities and their role is to accept and
encourage every reading level. Parents may be
reading material that may be more challenging
than the children could read independently.

Results:
The children see adults as role models who are
passionate about reading. There is strong
research to support this type of practice.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Reader’s Audience

Grade Level: Grades One to Seven

Description: A Reader’s Audience listens to a child read a book
independently and responds to the meaning of the story.
The Reader’s Audience may also engage the child in a
discussion of the book.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

have a real audience

practice reading aloud

discuss the meaning of the story with an adult

be reinforced that reading is a meaningful process

students through practice will become more confident, fluent readers
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Details:
Teachers will invite parents to participate as a
Reader’s Audience depending on their school
community and availability of parents. In this
activity parents are available to be an audience
for a child who is practicing reading aloud in
order to become a fluent reader. The role of the
adult is to listen and to discuss the story with the
student in a conversational manner. Not to
provide skill development.

Special Considerations:
It would be important for the teacher to help the
child select a text for this activity that is at the
child’s independent reading level. This can
quickly be determined using the five-finger rule.

Remember the parent is in the role of listener in
this activity as well as discussion partner. If the
child has chosen a selection to read aloud that is
too challenging, the parent may consider reading
the selection to the child. This possibility should
be discussed with the teacher before hand.

Results:
The children see adults as a real audience for
their reading; someone who will listen and then
engage in conversation about a text.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Reading Tutor / Paired Reading

Grade Level: Grades One to Twelve

Description: Using the Paired Reading© process a reading tutor works
with a specific child who needs extra support in learning
to read or improving reading skills over a specific time
period. This activity can take place at home or in the
classroom.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

be provided with consistent support in achieving fluency through positive
practice

will have opportunities for additional reading practice
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Details:
Reading Tutors can be trained in the Paired
Reading© process (Topping, et al.). The best
way to deliver this training to parents is through
an information session. Using the video Paired
Reading Practice, ISBN 0-9695635-0-7*,
parents are trained in the Paired Reading Process
as tutors. It is a very precise process that begins
with duet reading moving to solo reading when
the reader feels confident. It provides a stress-
free way in which fluent word recognition and
reading comprehension can be developed.
Parents watch the video demonstration and then
have an opportunity to practice with their child
at home or at school. Older students can also be
trained as tutors for younger buddies. The
developers of Paired Reading recommend this
process occur 10 minutes a day 5 days a week
over 8–12 weeks to see the best results.

*This video is available to borrow through Instructional Services
Department, AV and is also in several schools. An order form is in the
Additional Resources section.

Special Considerations:
It is important in this activity that the parent
follows the steps in the process precisely. The
child takes the lead in selecting the text for
reading, deciding on a signal to begin and make
the decision when to move from duet to solo
reading.

Results:
The children improve their confidence and
fluency in reading in a positive manner. An
Alberta study showed that after 10 weeks of
Paired Reading practice, word recognition grew
at 2 times the expected rate while
comprehension increased by almost 4 times.
88% of the tutors involved reported that their
students had become more confident, more
accurate readers.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Writer

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Two

Description: A writer works with individual children putting their oral
stories into writing.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

observe first hand the process of representing oral language with written
symbols

be provided with a model of the writing process in action
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Details:
The teacher will invite parents to provide
additional support for children who are
beginning writers.

During Writers Workshop or Journal Time the
teacher would involve parents in the role of
writer in the classroom. Beginning writers
benefit from having an adult demonstrate the
writing process either using a computer or a pen
or pencil. The child dictates his/her story to the
adult who then processes the story into text. The
adult then re-reads the text to the child. This
activity often accompanies a young child’s
drawing or painting.

Special Considerations:
It is important that the parent does not edit or
change the child’s story. For example if a young
child says “Me go to the zoo” the parent records
the message verbatim and only edits the message
if the child realizes it is grammatically incorrect.

Results:
The children see the value in their stories. They
see an adult being willing to turn their stories
into text to be shared with a wider audience.
This activity has value in the child’s sense of
self as a literacy learner.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Writing Centre Facilitator

Grade Level: Grades One to Seven

Description: Writing Centre Facilitators support their children as they
engage in writing centre activities. The Facilitator will
show children resources, replenish materials and talk
with children about their writing.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

be given choices about what and how they will write

be provided with a real audience for their writing

make decisions about tools and materials to use in their writing.
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Details:
The teacher will invite parents to provide
support for children who are developing writers.

During Writers Workshop time the teacher
would involve parents in the role of Writing
Centre Facilitator. The parent would be an on
hand resource for students at the Writing Centre
being an audience for the child’s writing,
helping the child in the publishing process, using
technology or using a variety of book making
techniques.

It is not intended for parents to be involved in
editing and proofreading.

Special Considerations:
It is important that the teacher provides the
parent with guidelines as to what are appropriate
expectations for children in this age group in
terms of writing process. For example, are the
children expected to write paragraphs, is
invented spelling appropriate at this age, etc.?
The teacher would need to spend a bit of time
explaining these expectations to the parent who
is facilitating at the centre.

Results:
The children have more options and variety of
resources during Writers Workshop by having a
parent facilitator at the centre. This will free
them to focus on the art and craft of the writing
process.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Journal Buddy

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Twelve

Description: A Journal Buddy shares a writing journal with one child.
The child and the journal buddy respond to one another’s
entries.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

develop stronger writing skills through the interaction with their journal
buddy

develop a firm understanding of text as communication

recognize that relationships can be developed through writing

If using technology, the students will:

demonstrate a willingness and ability to use information technology,
including telecommunications
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Details:
The teacher will invite parents to provide
support for children as they engage in the
writing process. Parents, grandparents or
significant other,  are asked to become journal
buddies for children with the understanding that
they are responding to the child’s ideas sharing
their insights, posing questions without
correcting or evaluating the child’s work in any
way.

This activity may also be done using letter logs
or back and forth books.

Special Considerations:
It is important that the parent be seen as a buddy
not as an evaluator or critic of the writing.
Children love a real audience for their writing.
They will often explore feelings, formulate
questions and share insights about their life
through their writing. It is important that the
writers’ privacy is respected throughout this
process.

Teachers may want to consider doing this using
e-mail for this activity.

Results:
The children will improve their confidence as
writers knowing that an adult audience values
what they have to contribute. Strong
relationships can be developed through this type
of activity.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Play Centre Participant

Grade Level: Kindergarten

Description: Upon being invited by a child or a group of children the parent
may become a Play Centre Participant.   

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

have opportunities to connect play, drawing, writing and reading to familiar
authentic settings
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Details:
Kindergarten teachers may involve parents who
feel comfortable following the lead of the child
in a play centre, (e.g., dramatic play, blocks,
computer, writing, painting, sand and water).
The role of the parent would be to facilitate links
to literacy (e.g., assisting in making signs,
recording information) as well as being a co-
player with the children in the group.

Special Considerations:
The teacher would invite parents to participate
during “centre time” or “choice time”, typically
a 45 minute block in the kindergarten classroom.
Many kindergarten teachers have a sign up
system for parents to be involved in the
classroom and usually do not begin this process
until 6-8 weeks into the school year to allow
time for routines to be established and the
centres to be functioning as they should.

Results:
There is research data (Roskos and Newman) to
support the role of adults as co-players in early
childhood classrooms. Parents benefit by
experiencing first hand the learning that takes
place during centre time in kindergarten.
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Section One: Literacy Across the Curriculum
Activity: Home Reading Program Facilitator

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Two

Description: The Home Reading Program Facilitator helps to maintain
a classroom system for sending classroom practice books
back and forth between home and school.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

be provided with opportunities to take books home that are familiar and they can
practice at home.
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Details:
The teacher will develop a management system
for the home reading program and the parent
will provide assistance in keeping the program
running smoothly.

Many primary teachers have a Home Reading
Program which provides young children with
opportunities to take little books they are
familiar with to practice at home. This is
different from bringing library books home,
which will be read to the young child. Home
Reading books are intended for the young child
to share with family members. Having a parent
facilitate the management system for the Home
Reading program and being available to be a
Reader for those children who may not have had
an opportunity to read with someone at home,
would be of great benefit to the early primary
classroom.

Results:
The teacher benefits by having a parent being
willing to facilitate this program. Children who
have not had an opportunity to read with
someone at home have an audience for their
reading. There is strong evidence that
participation in home reading programs have a
link to future reading success.
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Section Two: Numeracy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Math Challenge Club

Grade Level: Grades Five to Twelve

Description: The Math Challenge Club is a small group activity in which
students and parents work together as peers in problem solving
activities.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

use a variety of methods to solve real-life, practical, technical, and theoretical
problems

demonstrate a readiness to take risks in expressing ideas and conjectures when
solving problems and engage in problem-solving processes

select and apply appropriate strategies in solving problems

describe the process used to solve a given problem

demonstrate a readiness to work with others to solve problems

assess and improve the plan used to solve a problem

summarize the processes used to solve problems

seek and apply advice and support from others to solve problems

apply troubleshooting strategies to overcome difficulties with new ideas in
mathematics
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Details:
Math challenge clubs have been implemented in
schools at various levels successfully. In many
cases these clubs meet after school or at lunch
time for 45 minutes to one hour and parent
involvement is on a drop-in basis. They also
may be done on family math nights.

Group Focus:
Math challenge groups assist students in
enjoying math and promoting mathematical
sense. Students are engaged in fun and intriguing
problems or puzzles. Teachers often use Math
Challenge groups to assist students in preparing
for yearly mathematics contests and challenge
programs such as the Canadian Mathematics
Contests sponsored by the University of
Waterloo.

Getting Started:
An initial meeting date will need to be identified
and parents should be invited. During this
meeting set out a schedule for the year and
discuss the key precepts of problem solving.
Students and parents are arranged in groups of
three to five members, preferably with more
students than parents per group. One suggested
approach is to have each group work on a
different problem and debrief it with the other
groups when they have completed it.
Alternatively, groups can work on the same
problem and then debrief their solution process
with each other and question and compare
solution techniques.

Special Considerations:
Teacher facilitator and parents can take the lead
in ensuring that each member of a group
understands the solution path that is developed
by group problem solving. Members can
alternate reporting results to other groups or the
teacher facilitator.

Results:
Student and parent participation in these clubs
assist students in developing mathematical sense
in a variety of areas – numeracy. They are
focusing on mathematical reasoning,
communicating, and connecting. They are also
better equipped to recognize mathematics as it is
used in real life.
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Section Two: Numeracy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Career Explorations

Grade Level: Grades Five to Eleven

Description: A class project involving students looking for
mathematics in a variety of careers.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

become aware of the usefulness of mathematics when mathematical ideas are
connected to everyday experiences

relate mathematical concepts to real-world situations

identify practical problems involving mathematics in a variety of contexts

an open attitude toward a variety of occupations and types of work

an understanding of the relationship between work and learning mathematics
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Details:
A project that involves students interviewing
parents and prominent adults in their lives to
explore how they use mathematics in the
workplace. The project is student led and
involves them selecting a parent or other adult
and interviewing them in regards to how they
use mathematics at work. The student will then
present the information in poster format for
presentation to class. Formal presentations may
include parents clarifying specific mathematics
they use and answering questions related to their
careers.

Getting Started:
This particular project begins with a student
assignment requiring the selection and interview
of a prominent adult and their use of
mathematics at work. Employees of the
student’s school are not permitted and subjects
must be of adult age preferable with fulltime
positions. Each poster project must contain the
name and occupation of the interviewee and a
description of his/her responsibilities. Next, a
math problem specific to the occupation should
be described in written form and a sample
provided and solved for students. Some
explanation of solution pathways would also be
beneficial. Finally, each poster must have a
selection of photos related to the occupation to
help students relate to the position.

Special Considerations:
Parents can be encouraged to take part in
presentation days where Math careers can be
explored in more detail with students able to ask
specific occupation related questions.

In some cases math problems specific to a
particular occupation may be above the
comprehension level of the student. This is
acceptable though they should get their
interviewee to write a brief description of the
sample problem and solution so that they may
present it to their class.

Results:
Students relate their school work in mathematics
to parental occupations and recognize the
importance of content taught. Parents are able to
link their own use of math to what is taught in
the classroom.
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Section Two: Numeracy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Family Math Games

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Twelve

Description: Early and continued exposure to mathematics in the form of
interactive board games.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

develop confidence and recognize the importance of using numbers

solve a variety of problems using various operations

manipulate numbers orally including estimating, counting, and comparing values

classify, describe and arrange money and use it as a form of exchange

actively manipulate two and three dimensional objects

collect first-hand information by counting objects and ask questions about the
data gathered

predict the chance of an event happening given a set circumstance in the game

consider geometric solids visually for strength and balance and symmetry
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Details:
Game sessions are arranged with parents
encouraged to stay and ‘play’ with their
children. Students can continue these games
without parent involvement at rained-out recess,
lunch after school or other times. Groups will
play games such as Backgammon, Chess,
Mastermind, Monopoly, Bingo, Jenga and
Dominoes which can involve activities such as
the manipulation of numbers, shapes, blocks,
money, math, probability, and data analysis.

Getting Started:
Parents should be encouraged to join in game
play with their children. Initially parents may
need to take a teaching role until children learn
the rules and expectations of the games. They
can then take on a participatory role. Classes can
organize tournaments and special game nights
for their schools. Other ideas include classes
collecting games donated by the community and
then lending them out to families to engage in
game nights.

Results:
Students develop an appreciation for numbers
and patterns. They learn to communicate
mathematically and to justify their results.
Children learn to use manipulatives to represent
ideas and begin to interpret these to effect their
subsequent decision-making. Children develop
spatial sense while attempting to evaluate and
restructure three-dimensional solids.
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Section Two: Numeracy Across the Curriculum

Activity: An Evening of Mathematics Fun

Grade Level: Grades Four to Twelve

Description: An evening of mathematics puzzles, games, and problems
that challenge students and parent alike in a fun, non-
competitive environment. This event would give students
the opportunity to challenge and teach their parents about
the mathematics they are learning in school.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

engage in cooperative learning groups with family and friends focussed on
problem-solving and active participation in mathematics

develop a better understanding of underlying skills and concepts presented at
various stations

engage in communicating and reasoning mathematically

analyze and evaluate the work of others on problems familiar to themselves and
assist them in coming to viable solutions on their own

represent mathematics curriculum learned in class in a manner that promotes
active participation of peers and/or parents and/or children

take on the role of an expert in mathematics (for students running activities) and
alternatively taking on a role of mathematics learner (for parents participating in
activities)
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Details:
This event can fit several different models one of
which takes the form of a mini-carnival where
stations are prepared to challenge family groups
in math-related puzzles, games, problems, and
challenges. Examples include: The Price is Right
types of estimation games, challenge races,
spatial sense, calculator, and probability and
statistics challenges and Brainteasers.

Getting Started:
A project coordinator (parent or teacher) will
need to meet with teachers from classes involved
in the event to determine the format that the
event will take. Each class should be assigned a
number of stations to set-up and staff during the
event. Students, parents and teachers can give
input to the content of stations that are related to
their current units of study in mathematics.
These proposals are then submitted to the project
coordinator to avoid duplication. Classes may
wish to submit more than two proposals to have
a backup. Several weeks in advance of the event
is should be advertised in school and district
bulletins and if possible the local media. Parents
can be involved in running booths as well as
participating in the carnival activities.

Results:
Students have the opportunity to share the
concepts and skills they are learning in their
classes with peers and parents. Families are able
to work together in developing an appreciation
of the enjoyable aspects of doing mathematics in
a variety of different ways.
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Section Two: Numeracy Across the Curriculum

Activity: Biography (of a Mathematician or other pertinent figure – Internet
Exploration

Grade Level: Grades Four to Eleven

Description: An internet project researching prominent mathematicians and the
mathematics they discovered.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

gather and organize a body of information from a variety of sources
plan, revise, and deliver a formal presentation in one of several different formats
co-operatively plan and implement an inquiry initially identified
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Details:
Participant groups choose a well known
mathematician and research information about
this person on the internet. Presentation of the
project can be encouraged to take the form of
alternative formats such as Hyperstudio, Web
Quest or Powerpoint presentations, web sites,
posters, and video or audio tapes. Parents and
students can work together to complete this
project.

Getting Started:
Participants need to choose a prominent
mathematician to research. Teachers can provide
a prepared list or participants can search the web
for ideas. Once chosen, a web search can be
supplemented with community library materials
in developing a background of the particular
mathematician and the mathematics they are
known for. The presentation method may then
be chosen to show a brief autobiography of the
person including where they were born, lived
and died and what interests they had. If possible,
some sample of their mathematics should be
given along with a description of how this is
represented in current day mathematics.

Special Considerations:
Participant teams should be encouraged to
explore current as well as historical
mathematicians as subjects of their study.

Results:
Participants benefit from learning about the
histories of prominent mathematicians and how
the mathematics they practised evolved over
time to where it is today. Participants will learn
that mathematics is more than simple operations
of basic skills and recognize that problem
solving plays an integral part in a
mathematician’s work.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Collection and Classification of Specimens

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Six (although can be used in other grades)

Description: An important aspect of biology and geology is the safe
collection of specimens and the subsequent observations and
classifications of these specimens.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

describe the diversity of plants within the home and school environment
identify similarities and differences among animals species
classify rocks and soil according to their physical characteristics
classify rocks as sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic
classify and order based on a set of keys and criteria
develop common classification systems for organisms
classify plants and animals according to their internal and external features
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Details:
Parents would participant along with the
students. The role of the parents is to model
appropriate collection techniques, for example,
respect for the environment, careful collection of
specimens and caution. The parent would then
compare their sample with the samples collected
by students, noting similarities and differences.

Getting Started:
The collection and classification of specimens
can occur either as part of a regular class activity
or field trip. Depending on the specimens being
collected, specific characteristics are important
for classification. Thus, it is important that the
teacher first discuss these characteristics with
students and their parent(s). The parent(s) would
then work along side the students to carefully
collect and examine the specimens to be studied.

Special Considerations:
Ensure that students use caution when collecting
specimens and also return any living specimens
to the site from which they are collected. It is
also important that parents encourage students to
examine specimens carefully. This may require
helping students to acknowledge some of their
fears.

Results:
Classification is an important scientific skill. It
includes the ability to identify important
characteristics and sort specimens based on these
characteristics. When parents work with students
to collect and classify specimens, students
develop confidence and respect for the natural
world. In working with students, parents have
the opportunity to examine the ways in which
children classify different things. Parents can use
this to encourage further collection and
classification activities at home.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Experimenting With Science

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Seven

Description: A science experimentor supports children as the children
either design and conduct an experiment or provide
observations based on a science demonstration.

The experimentor will participate with students as they
design an experiment and will encourage children to share
their observations at home or in the classroom.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

collaborate with others to plan and conduct simple experiments to test hypotheses
and predictions
communicate scientific observations to peers, teachers, and family
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Details:
The teacher will invite parents to participant
along side students individually or in groups.
This support may include doing a demonstration
for a small group of students and encouraging
students within a small group to share and
expand upon their observations and conclusions.

Getting Started:
Teachers provide a science demonstration to
students and parents. In working along side with
the students, the parent encourages students to
participate in the demonstration or experiment.
This may include asking students questions in
order to clarify or expand upon their ideas.

Special Considerations:
Parents should be aware of the safety issues
involved in science experiments. As an science
experimenter, the parent’s role is to ensure all
students participate in the generation of ideas,
suggestions, and possible explanations.

Results:
When students are able to give their
explanations or help design science experiments,
they are involved in important aspects of the
scientific process. Further, students develop
confidence and learn to modify their own ideas
as other ideas are presented.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Alternative Hypothesis Development

Grade Level: Grades Four to Seven

Description: In the completion of science experiments, it is important to
explore alternative explanations or solutions to a problem.
Intermediate students are often reluctant to explore
alternative explanations or let go of previous ideas in spite
of new evidence. Alternative hypotheses are required to
examine conclusions and guide further experimentation.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

suggest possible interpretations for a set of observations
draw reasonable conclusions from experiments
evaluate conclusions in relation to other evidence and sources
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Details:
In the context of a class discussion the teacher
will invite parents to provide an alternative
hypothesis based on the results of a science
experiment or demonstration. The teacher may
also ask the parent to explain their reasons for
such a conclusion.

Getting Started
The role of the parent is a participant in this
process, not to have the correct answer or
explanation, but rather to provide a reasonable
prediction or explanation based on previous
knowledge or experience. Using the alternative
hypotheses provided by parents and students, the
teacher is then able to work with the class to
examine and test the different ideas.

Results:
When students observe that there are often
several different hypotheses that can be used to
explain a scientific problem, they begin to
realize that scientists do not have all the
answers. Through this procedure students can
become more open minded and learn to examine
alternative hypotheses and ideas.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Socio-Scientific Issues Debate

Grade Level: Grades Six to Twelve

Description: One way to investigate the different socio-scientific
perspectives is through a debate of issues, such as,
environmental issues, legal issues and ethical issues. In such
a debate, parents can provide their perspective regarding the
impact of such issues on themselves or the local community.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:
debate a variety of socio-scientific issues
critique information presented in a variety of media
analyze the costs and benefits of alternatives in investigating a global problem or
resolving socio-scientific issues
describe the interactions between scientific developments and the beliefs and
values of society.
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Details:
The teacher would invite parents to be part of a
class or group debate/discussion on a relevant
scientific issue that has implications for the local
community.

Getting Started:
Prior to the discussion or debate, the teacher will
ask if parents are interested in having the
opportunity to participate. This may require a
notice to parents summarizing the topic,
outlining the procedure, and inviting parent
participation.

The Langley School District graduate profile
encourages respectful debate and acceptance of
diverse opinions.

Results:
Students need to realize that socio-scientific
issues are complex, involving emotional and
scientific issues. It is important that students
learn to sift through the information presented
with a critical yet open mind. As informed
consumers, students are better able to make
important, thoughtful, and rational decisions.

Special Considerations:
Socio-scientific issues can lead to very charged
and polarized debates. It is important that
participants, both parents and students, are not
only able to state and defend a position but also
acknowledge the position(s) of others.

Please note:

Teachers need to be aware of different
community standards on sensitive and
controversial issues.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Science Experiment Participant

Grade Level: Grades Kindergarten to Ten

Description: The important aspects of science experiments include the
use of alternative methods to examine a problem, the
consistent repetition of an experiment, and the collection of
data through observations and measurements. As a science
experiment participant, a parent is part of a team of students
completing an experiment to solve a problem. The parent
encourages students to take a leadership role, asks questions
to clarify procedures and methods to record observations.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:
use appropriate tools and instruments to make a variety of measurements
collaborate with others in order to identify and test a prediction through a
scientific experiment
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Details:
The teacher would place parents in a group of
students to work as part of the group in the
investigation of a scientific problem. The teacher
may provide a series of optional questions and
directions to the parent in order to help the group
be more successful.

Special Considerations:
The role of the parent is to demonstrate to
students what it means to be an adult user of the
scientific method.

Results:
More and more, problem solving is a group
activity. Scientific investigations that are
completed by a group enable students to work
with others to investigate a scientific problem.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Discussion on current events or on relevant issues

Grade Level: Grades Four to Twelve all subjects, but especially suitable for
Social Studies

Description: Parents are invited to participate in discussions on current events to
provide other points of view.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

demonstrate an understanding of the main ideas of print material

draw interpretations from written representation

identify and clarify a problem or issue

present information using oral representation

assess a variety of positions on controversial issues
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Details:
When the class is doing current events, parents
are invited to participate in the discussions.
Parents may want to take a turn along with the
students to provide an item and lead the
discussion of an event.

Getting Started:
During a unit on oral presentation of current
events or emergent issues, a schedule is set up
for parents to participate in the discussion.

Special Considerations:
The Langley School District encourages
respectful dialogue and acceptance of diverse
opinions and points of view.

Results:
Students will hear a variety of points of view
that may not be within their usual scope. They
will have the opportunity to defend positions.

Parents should be aware of the different
community/school standards for sensitive

and controversial issues.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Global citizenship

Grade Level: Grades One to Twelve Social Studies

Description: Students are asked to brainstorm characteristics of a global
citizen (e.g., environmentally responsible, protective of
human rights). Parents are asked what characteristics are
needed in a) their place of business, b) their community.
Students are asked to compare their list and the parents’ list
for similarities and differences.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:
compare individual rights and social responsibilities in various cultures
demonstrate understanding of global citizenship
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Details:
This activity allows students to reflect on the
skills and knowledge needed to be a responsible
global citizen.  In today’s world, our social,
political and environmental systems are so inter-
connected with the rest of the world that global
citizenship is an important consideration.

Getting Started:
The class discusses the kind of skills they think
are needed in living and working in the
community.  Discussion may include what is
important now, what was important in the past
and what will be important in the future.
Discussion on why the needs have changed and
will change may be part of this activity.
Students then can assess the skills they feel are
important with those of the parents and
community members.

This may be done as part of a career day or
community day.

Special Considerations:
Some parents may be able to speak to different
skills or different expectations of citizenship in
other places around the world.

Results:
Students are aware of the types of skills needed
for the workplace as well as adjust their
expectations to the reality of the community.
Students are able to broaden their perspectives
on citizenship.
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Section Three: Thinking Across the Curriculum

Activity: Presentations

Grade Level: Grades One to Twelve in all subject areas but especially
useful in Social Studies and English

Description: Parents are asked to be part of the audience for rehearsal or
practice of oral presentations. Parents may be the audience
at home or in the classroom.

Learning Outcomes:

The students will:

plan, revise and deliver oral presentations

revise oral presentations to clarify ideas

adjust their form, style and language for specific audience and purposes practise,
assess, and offer feedback on oral presentations with focus on appropriate public
speaking techniques
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Details:
Parents are asked to be the audience when
students are rehearsing oral presentations, skits
for drama, performances in music or band
presentations.  The role of the parent is to be a
member of the audience and provide
encouragement and an opportunity for students
to perform in front of an audience.

Structured feedback maybe provide by parents
and/or students in relation to pre-determined
criteria established by the teacher and/or
students.

Getting Started:
Parents are invited to the rehearsal during class
or out of class to be members of the audience.
Teachers may wish to inform parents of stages
of the presentations/productions.

Special Considerations:
Parents should be aware of the sensitivity of
some students to public performance. Parents
should note that these performances are
developmental. The parents’ role as a member of
the audience is to help students improve their
confidence to perform in front of an audience.

Results:
Students will have an opportunity to rehearse
and modify performance in front of an audience
prior to the dress rehearsal or final production.
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Primary Document – Parents,
Families, and Communities

Parental Involvement in Accreditation

Calendar

Legislation
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PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN
ACCREDITATION AND SCHOOL PLANS

The intent of this document is to outline how parents can be “actively involved” in the school
accreditation and school planning processes.

1. Internal Team

Prior to the accreditation process a school will form an Internal Team which is “A group
of persons selected/elected to facilitate, co-ordinate and manage the internal review.”
(Appendix #1, Ministry Accreditation Manual)

“Whatever process is selected, the internal review will involve school administrators,
teachers, support staff, students (secondary) and parents.”  (BC Public Schools
Accreditation Policy, page 3)

In Langley, the expectation is that the parent members of the Internal Team have been
selected by the school’s PAC.

The PAC Internal Team members have a duty to represent all parents and to keep the
PAC informed and involved in the processes.

Specific roles and responsibilities of Internal Team members are noted below.

2. Parent Survey

Since the responses from the Parent Survey form a significant part of the identification
of a school’s strengths and weaknesses, and the setting of targets for improvement,
parents are expected to contribute their opinion in a thoughtful way.

The Langley School District surveys parents every two years.

3. Satisfaction Responses

At this stage of the process at least 10 parents will review the records of evidence and
individually and “confidentially express their level of satisfaction with the student/school
performance for each of the 27 accreditation topic questions.” (Training Manual, p.14)

The PAC should be responsible for ensuring adequate parent representation in this
activity.

The parent members of the Internal Team may assist parents in the completion of this
activity.
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4. Analysis of Satisfaction Responses & Key Question Summary

The Internal Team should be involved in the analysis of the satisfaction responses.
(Training Manual, p. 19)
The Internal Team prepares an “executive summary” of the analysis statements made
for the 27 topic questions including strengths and areas in need of improvement that have
been identified in the analysis.  (Training Manual, p.22)

The parent representatives on the Internal Team should communicate the results to the
PAC, e.g. at a PAC evening.

5. Setting Priority Goals

The Internal Team prepares a “long list” of possible goals from the Key Question
Analysis step.  (Training Manual, p.25)

A minimum of 10 parents will participate in the identification of the top 2-3 goals for
the school.  (See “who” in Satisfaction Response.)

6. Creating a School Growth Plan

An Accreditation Requirement is that School Administrators, staff, parents and students
(secondary) have been actively involved in the process of:

Selecting of growth plan goals and objectives

Developing the details of the plan to achieve the goals and objectives
(Internal Report template, p.6)

7. Certifying the Process

 Internal Team members are required to certify that the school has met the accreditation
requirements in the completion of its Internal Report.

 The Internal Report requires schools to provide a List of Participants (parents) in its
documentation.

8. The Annual Report

 In years subsequent to Year One of Accreditation each school is required to file an
Annual Report that meets Ministry requirements.

 One Accreditation Requirement is that School Administrators, staff, parents and students
(secondary) have been actively involved in the process of monitoring the plan on an
annual basis and making adjustments where necessary.  (Internal Report, p.6)

 Although the Ministry does not require it, the Langley practice is to have parent
Internal Team signatures on this document.
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